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HOME INVASION SCENARIOS
Law enforcement officers may encounter any number of unpredictable, potentially explosive situations both on and off the job.
Meggitt Training Systems has designed a comprehensive set of video courseware to prepare officers to respond effectively while
adhering to department protocol. These immersive, real-world scenarios train law enforcement personnel to react decisively
when the unexpected inevitably occurs.
Basement Bandit
As you enter your home, you hear noises coming from your basement. No one is supposed to be
home at this time. You retrieve your firearm and investigate. This scenario has multiple outcomes
and will test your student’s ability to determine when lethal force should or should not be applied.
Garage Ambush
You are home alone late at night when you hear voices coming from your garage. After arming
yourself, you investigate. Once the door to the garage opens, there are multiple situations that
will require your students to determine if lethal force is applicable or not. These extremely realistic
scenarios place students in situations that hundreds of homeowners find themselves in every day in
the real world.
Wrong House (Male)
You are home alone and awakened by sounds coming from your kitchen. After arming yourself,
you investigate and find a man unknown to you rummaging through your medicine cabinet. When
confronted, this subject can display multiple reactions ranging from passive drug intoxication to
hostile intent. This is a great exercise for enhancing your student’s assertiveness abilities.
Wrong House (Drunk Female)
The neighbors next door are throwing a loud party. You arrive home to find that one of their drunken
guests has wandered over to your house and has passed out on your living room couch. When
awakened, the uninvited guest can react in a variety of ways to include assault with a whiskey bottle.
Range Course
A seven stage, twenty-five round, state qualification pistol course – this is a great exercise for
developing marksmanship skills and muscle memory. Regular use of this course will keep your
students proficient with their service weapon. A great training exercise for upcoming pistol
qualifications.

Abduction
As you prepare to leave a building,
you observe a kidnapping in
progress. Weapons have been
displayed, and a young woman is
fighting for her life. Trainees must
think and react quickly to defuse
the situation, while ensuring the
safety of the victim.
Active Shooter
As you enter a building, gunshots
and screams are heard coming from
around the corner. With little time
to think and assess the situation,
the trainee has to rely on survival
skills and split second decision
making to neutralize a volatile
situation. This is a fast developing,
dynamic scenario that is designed
to test a trainee’s ability to react to
an instantaneous life-threatening
encounter.
Neighbor Cries for Help
Your neighbor’s young daughter
has run over to your house to alert
you that her mother needs your
help immediately. Once you arrive
on scene, you find an unknown man
leaning over her. The situation can
range from innocent to an attack
with a deadly weapon. Students
need to be alert and read the
situation for what it is and not what
it appears to be. Excellent drills for
split second decision making.

Neighbor Dispute
You hear an exchange of shouting
and threats coming from your next
door neighbor’s house. You step
around the corner of your house
to investigate and find one of your
neighbors threatening to shoot your
other neighbor’s dog. Intervention
is needed to defuse the situation.
The trainee will need to use
extreme caution as the situation has
the potential to become volatile and
become a life-threatening matter.
Lover’s Quarrel
You are investigating shouting
coming from across the hall and
find an irate female wielding a
large knife and threatening to stab
two other students. This scenario
demands that trainees use solid
negotiation skills and remain focused
as the situation can quickly escalate.
The scenario is excellent training for
use of less than lethal weapons.
Cheating Spouse
As you enter your workplace, you
observe what appears to be a fight
in progress between a jealous
husband and his wife’s new lover.
The enraged husband attacks
the boyfriend and tries to kill him.
Trainees are compelled to intervene
in this awkward and heated
situation in order to stop a murder
from taking place. This scenario
significantly tests a trainee’s
judgment skills.
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